
90 % lower costs, 50 % faster, around 17 languages 

simultaneously: That’s how successful seamless  

workflows are making the centralization of brand  

communications at Henkel.

CHALLENGE

The starting point: Henkel isn’t just a manufacturer of well-known cleaning and cosmetic products like Persil, Pril, 
Perwoll and Schwarzkopf. It’s also the market leader for adhesives, sealants and surface treatments. Products from its 
Loctite brand are used in demanding applications in industries including vehicle manufacturing and aerospace.

The company is active in 32 countries and conducts business in 25 languages, so a huge range of electronic and printed 
documents constantly have to be adapted to meet local requirements. This used to involve complex processes with 
significant potential for improvement – particularly when in terms of costs and quality.

The task: To develop a workflow that provides centralized control of marketing communications – with the aim of 
ensuring brand consistency and cutting costs.

The challenge: To create optimized processes that make life easier for marketing teams, product managers and 
translators, while also meeting the highest quality standards at all times.
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SOLUTION
 

The solution: We implemented a new one2edit™ workflow at Henkel that protects 
its brands. This helped make translation processes simpler and smoother for editors, 
translators, proofreaders, marketing managers and system administrators.

The implementation: We installed one2edit™ within a multi-server environment for local 
distribution and error-proof operations, while also making the browser-based one2edit™ 
client available for all users at local sites and remote working locations across Henkel’s 
Europe, Middle East and Africa region (EMEA). Users were given authorization rights that 
reflected their specific tasks and requirements.

The new workflow begins with an InDesign file: A designer or other authorized user uploads 
the document and prepares it for localization – including automatically dividing the text 
into segments based on rules within SDL Trados, the translation management system used 
by Henkel. Next, language versions of the InDesign documents are created in one2edit™ 
and the translated text is automatically fills the format. To ensure brand consistency, users 
are not able to change important brand elements like the design style or logos. Product 
managers and marketing managers from local sites or from the central team can conduct 
quality checks and approval processes through the practical one2edit™ review process. Any 
changes to segments of text that are made after the translation process are immediately 
reflected in SDL Trados and added to the translation memory. This is possible because 
one2edit™ contains information about the segmentation of the text and can import and 
export the translation memory from Trados. The final print version is coordinated through 
one2edit™ using print-ready PDFs from the InDesign server.
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ACHIEVEMENTS

The success:
• Around 90 % savings in measurable costs
• Ability to work on texts online, directly within InDesign files
• Seamless workflow and interface with translation data within SDL | Trados
• Simplified creation and processing of documents without time-consuming INX or  

IDML conversion
• Straightforward quality checks and copying of designated text segments through  

online WYSIWYG rendering
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30 % more languages, 50 % savings in costs, 100 % user satisfation: 

How one2edit™ supported Liebherr Tower Cranes in optimizing its 

translation processes and achieving a consistent global brand identity.

CHALLENGE

The starting point: Liebherr Group has more than 43,000 employees across 130 companies in more than 50 countries. The family- run 
business also has 11 product divisions with areas of specialization ranging from construction machinery through to components, 
domestic appliances and hotels. The Liebherr Tower Cranes division is active in five locations: Germany, Russia, India, Spain and Brazil. 
Its communications activities need to address the specific requirements of these different markets – while also creating a consistent and 
recognizable global brand identity.

The marketing team for the Tower Cranes division is headquartered in Germany, with team members based at its various locations 
worldwide. The team members develop material themselves, which presents challenges when it comes to ensuring brand consistency. 
Translations have to go through an internal correction workflow because they include specific technical terminology. Coordinating 
these corrections is often time-consuming due to the fact that they are performed by colleagues within Liebherr’s regional 
organizations worldwide.

The translation process was not clearly defined: Corrections were made in different ways and sent in different formats. This meant 
there were several rounds of feedback and often led to implementation errors when placing the translated text into the final layout. This 
process – and its many approval cycles – took up a lot of time because Liebherr never compromises on quality or brand consistency.

The task: To introduce an efficient translation process for all employees in Liebherr Tower Cranes worldwide that minimizes errors 
and is easier to work with.

The challenge: Implementing a TMS (Translation Memory System) with an automatic learning function that can be used around the 
world, regardless of local differences in IT and software availability.
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SOLUTION
 

The solution: With one2edit™, we made the translation and adaptation processes significantly 
faster and easier to use – while minimizing errors and maximizing brand consistency. Its 
simplified workflows are now enabling Liebherr Tower Cranes to create communications material 
in additional languages without increasing costs. Brochures and flyers are now produced in 9 
languages, while the employee magazine is published three times a year in 6 languages.

The implementation: Liebherr Tower Cranes uses one2edit™ as a software-as-a-service (SaaS) 
for translation management. Its marketing team – or external agency – begins by making a 
master version in German and entering it into the system. Next, workflows covering the required 
languages are created in one2edit™. Translation providers or Liebherr employees at various 
locations can then translate the content at the same time.

In the next step, Liebherr employees at its regional sites or in the company’s headquarters make 
corrections and give their approval online. one2edit™ keeps a record of all changes so that it’s 
always possible to go back to a previous version. Corrections can be saved in the TMS and sent to 
the translation agency or translator as feedback. The comment function allows specific and precise 
feedback on individual points, making the process simpler and more transparent. Employees 
from other departments, including Sales and Human Resources, are also extremely satisfied with 
one2edit™. They’re able to use a range of flexible templates to create and adapt materials like job 
advertisements or service labels. This saves Liebherr Tower Cranes time and money, while also 
ensuring that all communications material is 100 %  
on-brand at all times – right down to the menus in the canteen.
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ACHIEVEMENTS

The success:
• efficient translations into 9 languages
• around 50 % lower costs
• 30 % more languages without additional costs
• 100 % satisfaction from translators and template users
• additional added value through self-service features (e.g templates for Sales, HR etc.)
• globally consistent brand identity
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100 countries, more than 8,000 satisfied 

users, 100 % on-brand output: Self-service 

with one2edit™ and the Linde Brand  

Management Portal

CHALLENGE

The starting point: The Linde Group, which comprises Linde Gas and Linde  
Engineering, is one of the world’s leading gas and engineering companies. The German 
technology company’s core business is gases and processing equipment for capturing 
or producing gases.

After acquiring BOC Group in 2006, Linde began a brand relaunch as the global leader in 
industrial gases. It quickly became clear that it couldn’t achieve a consistent and efficient 
brand implementation simply by sending a new style guide to its teams across more than 
100 countries and over 1,000 entities.

The task: To develop and deliver a central platform for creating communications  
material in line with Linde’s brand design guidelines.

The challenge: To develop a smart and easy-to-use solution that makes it possible to 
access the latest versions of files for creating print products from anywhere in the world.
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SOLUTION
 

The solution: We worked together with the Peter Schmidt Group (previously the Brand 
Implementation Group) to create the Linde Brand Management Portal. This innovative 
platform offers a full range of functions for creating communications material through 
one2edit™ and the digital asset management system Celum – ensuring a globally consis-
tent identity for all brands.

The implementation: With one2edit™, around 8,000 users of this platform can now 
create communications material in line with Linde’s brand design guidelines without the 
need for special knowledge of IT or design. The in-browser platform is easy to use and 
offers a self-service approach based on Adobe InDesign templates. By making it possible 
to adapt existing material quickly and easily, it enables users to reuse content more often 
and create an increased amount of material that has been customized to fit a specific 
region or market – with a minimum of effort.

The Content Management System (CMS) combines a range of functions including appli-
cations that the Peter Schmidt Group developed specifically for Linde – all within a single 
user interface. Its implementation within the Linde Group offers its teams a consistent 
user experience and straightforward usability.
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ACHIEVEMENTS

The success:
• Rollout in 100 countries
• Over 8.000 satisfied users
• 100 % on-brand output
• Cost savings self-service
• Faster processes for creating and adapting communications material
• Simplified and accelerated approval processes
• More transparency, more choice and less duplicated work
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www.peter-schmidt-group.de
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35,000 user logins per year, thousands of 
individual dealer campaigns – one consistent 
brand presence. How one2edit™ gave 
Mercedes-Benz the power to strengthen its 
brand presence and support dealers.

CHALLENGE

The starting point: Everybody knows Daimler’s registered trademark for vehicles, 
Mercedes-Benz. It’s one of the world’s strongest brands and was nominated as the most 
valuable premium car brand in the world in 2017 – and the strongest brand in Germany.

Special offers and short reaction times play a decisive role in the direct communication 
between car dealers and customers – and are vital for business success. Every dealer acts 
as an individual business, and they all represent the Mercedes-Benz brand. That’s why 
the German sales team at Mercedes-Benz was searching for a tool to support the creation 
of a range of marketing materials in a way that ensured consistency, offered flexibility 
and protected its brand.

The task: To develop a tool that gives subsidiaries and dealers the freedom to create cus-
tomized marketing material in line with the overall brand design guidelines.

The challenge: To save dealers time and money, while ensuring brand consistency.

BENEFITS
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protected its brand.



SOLUTION
 

The solution: In 2014, the German PR and communications agency DGM created a web-based 
configurator platform for Mercedes-Benz. It’s based on one2edit™ and has been continuously 
updated with new areas and marketing formats since it was first developed. The platform’s main 
focus is on achieving brand consistency while empowering dealers to minimize the amount of time 
and money they have to invest when creating marketing material.

The implementation: DGM developed a customized solution based on the BRANDGUARDIAN 
one2edit™ Enterprise Edition. It’s now part of the Mercedes-Benz marketing platform (MAP) 
and enables dealers to create marketing materials for their specific needs – quickly, easily, 
and without special knowledge of corporate design. The seamless integration of one2edit™ 
prevents design errors and delivers content that’s ready for production.

A customized product information database contains descriptions of all products and services, 
as well as relevant images. The smooth integration of one2edit™ makes it possible for dealers 
to find the content they need quickly and store it within the one2edit™ online editor platform. 
They’re also able to adapt the prices and descriptions of selected products and services using 
one2edit™.

Dealers are able to operate more independently thanks to this winning combination of the 
robust and scalable one2edit™ software and the customer-specific add-ons and processes. The 
platform strengthens the Mercedes-Benz brand by eliminating errors. Of course, only the best 
is good enough for Mercedes.
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ACHIEVEMENTS

The success:
• 35,000 users logins per year
• 1 platform for all dealers
• 100 % Mercedes-Benz brand design
• Faster processes, more self-sufficient dealers
• Consistent brand presence across all communications formats
• Flexibility that supports dealer-specific special offers and services
• Seamless integration into the Mercedes-Benz marketing infrastructure
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It’s (not) magic: 500 % faster 

time-to-market and 5 x more projects – 

with one2edit™, GFS and Wizard.

CHALLENGE

The starting point: Operating systems, applications, server products, services, litera-
ture and games. It’s almost easier to list the areas where the world’s largest software 
manufacturer, Microsoft, is not active than those where it is. And that’s why the com-
pany produces a huge range of different packaging formats around the world.

For many years, the global production of Microsoft’s packaging was a lengthy and 
expensive process: Local requirements and other market-specific expectations had 
to be implemented and huge amounts of data – dozens of TB – had to be shared. The 
complexity of the content and the technical implementation often gave the responsible 
Microsoft departments and 22 external agencies reasons to sweat.

The task: To simplify and streamline processes for configuring market-specific packa-
ging that is aligned with brand guidelines across five international locations.

The challenge: To develop a smart and easy-to-use solution that makes it possible to 
access the latest versions of files for creating print products from anywhere in the world.
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SOLUTION
 

The solution: Together with the design studio ASG Spark!, we developed Wizard. It’s 
an easy-to-use web-interface that gives users the power to configure packaging designs 
using a range of available options – in a way that makes sure all packaging is customized 
for the specific market and 100 % on-brand. With Wizard, we made the global produc-
tion processes across four continents simpler, faster and more cost-effective, while also 
optimizing workflows and significantly reducing overheads.

The implementation: ASG Spark! defines and manages the options within Wizard, 
and also coordinates the entire adaptation process. Wizard uses the one2edit™ applica-
tion programming interface (API) to edit InDesign documents and provide an up-to-
date preview. Packaging is ready for production as soon as it has been configured with 
Wizard.

Our BRANDGUARDIAN® Global File System (GFS) platform provided Microsoft and ASG 
Spark! with a virtual file system that enabled all users to access the latest versions of files 
at any time. It’s built on the BRANDGUARDIAN® Service Mesh Technology, and offers 
high-performance infrastructure for secure and fast data exchange across global digital 
production.
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ACHIEVEMENTS

The success:
• 500 % faster time-to-market
• 40 % more punctual delivery
• 22 % cost reduction thanks to streamlined processes
• Reduction in process overheads: 1 agency instead of 22
• Massive upscaling: 5 x more projects, 5 x more languages, 3 x more assets 
• Dozens TB of data shared across five production sites on four continents –  

securely and quickly
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100 % return on investment in less than a year: 
How one2edit™ gave MMC the power to achieve 
50 % savings in time and costs when localizing 
product brochures.

CHALLENGE

The starting point: MMC Hardmetal is a subsidiary of the Japanese company Mitsubishi Materials 
Corpo ration. It specializes in precision tools and integrated solutions for the metal working industry. 
MMC  delivers to markets across Europe through seven sales organizations and 60 national and European 
 distributors.

Information about MMC products is highly technical and specialized. This put marketing managers, trans-
lators and product specialists under some pressure when ensuring brochures are adapted for local markets 
without containing any errors. In addition, the existing processes for translating and correcting material 
at MMC were out of date and very resource-intensive – and weren’t suitable for upscaling to meet rising 
demand for more product brochures in more languages. When major new products were launched on the 
market, the situation was frequently chaotic.

The task: To rationalize and simplify the translations processes (including the use of a translation memory), 
while also improving project management and quality control.

The challenge: To develop an efficient and innovative approach that saved time and  
money, improved quality and strengthens the “3 diamonds” of Mitsubishis brand values.
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SOLUTION
 

The solution: The MMC marketing team uses Adobe® InDesign® when creating commu-
nications material, so we developed a workflow that is 100 % compatible with InDesign® 
and its file formats. We integrated a translation memory (TM) to reduce costs, while also 
improving the accuracy and making it easier to reuse approved content.

The implementation: The new workflow combines our one2edit™ Express Edition 
(Saas) with an embedded Adobe® InDesign® Server and a TM system that is compatible 
with SDL Trados. It’s now easy to follow, manage and adapt the process. This makes life 
easier for marketeers, saves times, cuts costs and increases quality. 

The main focus was on increasing productivity by creating a solution that was easy for 
editors and product experts to use. An online solution with a modern, intuitive user 
interface enables WYSIWYG editing: Users can directly edit and correct InDesign® docu-
ments within their web-browser – in real-time and in line with the page design.
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ACHIEVEMENTS

The success:
• 100 % return on investment in less than one year
• More than 50 % savings in the time and cost of localizing product brochures
• 22 % lower translation costs in 2015
• 55 % faster process for product brochures
• More than 1,000 documents in the first three years
• Saving time: Up to 55 minutes per page per language, across more than 12,500 pages in the  

first three years
• Improved quality for corporate identity, content accuracy, translation quality and reuse  

of approved wordings
• Transparent, flexible workflows and increased productivity
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50 % faster time-to-market, 70 % more 

languages, 100 % brand consistency: 

How we helped Porsche accelerate into 

the future – without compromising on 

quality.

CHALLENGE

The starting point: Porsche is the biggest sportscar producer and the most profita
ble automotive manufacturer in the world. The company has a wealth of tradition and 
car lovers around the globe dream of owning one of its vehicles. That’s why its up to  
400page brochures are adapted for a range of different markets.

The product literature doesn’t just have to be translated – images and product specifica
tions also have to be adapted to meet cultural or regulatory requirements. This frequently 
means it’s necessary to change the layout of a page or chapter. Changes to content are 
sometimes made at the last second because the material has to be developed at the same 
time as the car in order to be ready to use during the market launch.

The task: To optimize the localization process to meet challenging deadlines without 
compromising on quality.

The challenge: To develop a workflow that enables changes to content at every stage in 
the process, while also eliminating mistakes in implementing brand guidelines.

BENEFITS

Shorter
TimetoMarket

Full Process
Control

Significant
Savings

Increased Flexibility
& Agility

High
Automation

Error
Reduction



SOLUTION
 

The solution: With one2edit™, we provided the Frankfurtbased communications 
agency Kemper Kommunikation (KeKo) with an innovative system that enables it to meet 
the high quality requirements of its longstanding key client, Porsche. Using our new plat
form saves KeKo time by automating some of the agency‘s tasks – which also eliminates 
potential mistakes from manual processes.

The implementation: First, a master document is created in one2edit™ and aligned with 
Porsche. At the same time, teams begin working on local versions that are marked as 
being based on the master version. Changes to the master version are then also imple
mented within the additional local versions. This makes it possible to begin the locali
zation process much earlier.

one2edit™ helps ensure quality during the localization process through its text rules. For 
example, product names are recognized by the system and automatically put into the 
correct format and text font. Correction and approval processes are also coordinated and 
archived within one2edit™. This means lastminute changes no longer present a risk for 
KeKo and Porsche.
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ACHIEVEMENTS

The success:
• 50 % faster timetomarket
• 70 % more languages
• More flexibility for lastminute changes
• Simplified collaboration between agencies, translators and customers
• Top quality results and maximum brand consistency
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75 % faster review cycles, a 60-Euro cost saving  
per page and language, more than 160 countries, 
1,500 users: Highly efficient distributed marketing 
with one2edit™ as the single source of truth.

CHALLENGE

The starting point: Siemens is a global company focused on electrification, automation and digitalization. As 
one of the world’s biggest providers of electrical technologies and electronic goods, Siemens is active in 190 
countries. In more than 160 of those countries, professionally generated documents are constantly being adapted 
to meet local requirements.

This localization was time-consuming and prone to mistakes: Translators sent Word documents instead of 
working direct in the InDesign file, so the text didn’t always fit into the layout. Up to 10 rounds of corrections 
were sometimes necessary. Teams in many countries simply didn’t have the resources to localize a wide range of 
marketing materials. This means the Marketing team’s performance was limited by the inefficient processes they 
had to work with.

The task: To optimize the process and eliminate mistakes from editing, translation and correction, while also 
making sure all material is compliant with brand guidelines.

The challenge: To provide easy-to-use tools that are available at all times and that users can handle with little or 
no training.

BENEFITS

Significant
Savings

Full Process
Control

Global
Collaboration

Self Sufficient
Markets

Improved Brand
Consistency

Shorter
Time-to-Market



SOLUTION
 

The solution: With one2edit™, we rebuilt the distributed marketing approach at Siemens 
from the ground up. Regional sales teams with responsibility for localizing marketing  
resources can now adapt existing communications material more easily than ever – with 
lower costs and increased brand consistency.

The implementation: one2edit™ is integrated with:
• CC Library, a specially developed web portal for marketing resources and templates
• SDL | Trados, a central translation management system
• Adobe Experience Manager Assets, a central digital asset management system

Because it is closely integrated with one2edit™, CC Library gives the sales teams the power 
to adapt material for their local markets. one2edit™ enables users to access images that are 
stored in Adobe Experience Manager Assets (AEMA) during the localization process. AEMA 
functions as a central Digital Asset Management (DAM) system for Siemens and makes all 
localized material available once it has been approved.

The new workflow for Siemens was a complete success – even without an official rollout. 
one2edit™ has drastically simplified the localization of marketing material because it makes 
sure translators and sales teams are focused on the specific elements they need to adapt. This 
means Siemens now has one single source of truth: A main file that is connected to multiple 
language adaptations so the document only needs to be checked once.
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ACHIEVEMENTS

The success:
• 75 % faster review cycles
• € 60 savings per page and per language
• 6,800 localized documents in the first three years
• 160 countries with more than 1,500 users
• Single source of truth: one reliable main file
• More independence for external agencies, fewer calls to the central helpdesk
• Empowered regional offices now offer a significantly wider selection of localized materials
• Increased brand consistency
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35 % shorter project cycles and 66 % smaler 

teams – with the same level of output: How 

one2edit™ helped increase efficiency at one 

of the world’s leading packaging specialists.

CHALLENGE

The starting point: ASG SPARK! is one of the world’s biggest packaging production agencies and is a supplier 
for leading consumer brands in the electronics, home entertainment and gaming markets. It has creative 
service teams across eight locations in the USA, the UK, France, China and Australia – and 19 production sites 
around the world.

Seasonal differences are one of its major business challenges: The company makes up to 300 % more revenue at 
some times of year than at others, which leads to massive spikes in production levels. Many brands are making 
the timeframes for their new product launches smaller and smaller, while also launching multiple products 
at the same time or using step-by-step rollout approaches that make it more difficult to set up efficient 
project processes. To stay ahead of its competitors, ASG SPARK! has to meet its customers’ deadlines – and 
demonstrate continuous improvement of its processes.

The task: To increase efficiency and reduce the impact that seasonal demand has on localization processes by 
optimizing and rationalizing workflows.

The challenge: Reducing the number of touchpoints to meet quality standards and create a single source of truth 
that eliminates mistakes and accelerates processes.

BENEFITS
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SOLUTION
 

The solution: one2edit™ Enterprise Edition optimizes processes and offers integration 
options that help make project cycles even shorter. This enabled ASG SPARK! to offer one 
of its customers two workflow options: A generic, basic option and a more creative option 
that opens up opportunities to experiment.

The implementation: one2edit™ offers a master/child document management ap-
proach that creates a single source of truth. Misunderstandings or delays because of 
multiple versions of the same document become a thing of the past. The precise lock-
down function and role-based authorization approach gives you complete control over 
what kind of changes each of your users is able to make. The integrated InDesign server 
enables users to work on InDesign documents direct in their browser, taking advantage 
of high-performance functions – including real-time previews (WYSIWYG).

It also gives you the option to view the latest project status at all times and to access a 
comprehensive overview of the projects related to a specific customer or account. A 
detailed task management function allows you to allocate work to the most cost-effective 
or best-qualified user. ASG SPARK! uses the RESTful server and JavaScript Client API 
(programming interface) to make sure one2edit™ Enterprise Edition is integrated into 
the target company’s own processes and IT infrastructure seamlessly.
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ACHIEVEMENTS

The success:
• 35 % shorter project cycles
• 66 % smaller teams with the same level of output
• 35 % less communication and hand-overs within projects 
• 40 % fewer manual touchpoints, less interaction between teams and customers 
• One single source of truth: a master file and related elements
• New sources of income – including the largest contract in the company’s  

history so far – as a direct result of process optimization through one2edit™
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40,000 labels, 100 production sites,  

20 languages: How one2edit™ supported 

Sto in automating its real-time label 

generation and strengthening its brand.

CHALLENGE

The starting point: Sto SE & Co. KGaA is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of 
products and systems for coatingbuildings. The company is the market leader for thermal 
insulation systems. Its core business also includes high-quality facade systems as well as 
plaster and paints for the outside and inside of buildings. Alongside this, it offers  
products for concrete restoration, floor coatings and acoustic façade systems.

When requirements for the Globally Harmonized System of Classification and  
Labelling of Chemicals (GHS) were integrated into European Union law, Sto had to deal 
with significant change. All of its product labels had to be adapted to comply with the 
new CLP (Classification, Labelling and Packaging) regulations in the EU.

The task: To meet all regulatory requirements without making production processes  
slower or more expensive – and while maintaining or further improving brand consistency.

The challenge: To develop a cost-effective and time-saving way of generating product 
labels, including regional versions with different content, sizes, formats and languages.

BENEFITS
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SOLUTION
 

The solution: We developed a fully-automated label generation system for Sto that 
covers 900,000 possible color combinations for 30 export markets in 20 languages. 
It’s able to handle variations in data (e.g. order numbers) and can be used for different 
shapes and sizes of containers – while also meeting the requirements of the 1,355-page 
CLP guidelines.

The implementation: An SAP database contains the product data for the various  
languages, including safety information. The relevant data is transferred into one2edit™ 
as an XML file and the labels are created automatically – in a way that’s on-brand and in 
line with regulations.

We combined one2edit™ with the Adobe InDesign® server technology and a RESTful API 
(programming interface) to enable Sto to generate labels on demand within ongoing pro-
duction processes. one2edit™ brings together these systems to produce the right printing 
template as a PDF – in a way that’s highly efficient, 100 % accurate and always on brand.
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ACHIEVEMENTS

The success:
• compliance with the EU’s CLP guidelines and the UN’s GHS guidelines
• 40,000 labels are printed in 20 languages every day thanks to real-time generation
• automated process for around 95 % of the entire product range
• 5 times more variations: More than 6,000 versions based on 100 templates
• independent and demand-oriented production in more than 100 factories
• significant increase in quality and brand consistency
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The Communication Cockpit: Voith  

celebrated its 150th birthday with a new 

digital communications infrastructure 

setup that simplifies its processes and 

raises brand awareness.

CHALLENGE

The starting point: Voith is one of the world’s leading technology companies, with 
sites in more than 60 countries. The family company, founded in 1867, produces and 
operates machines for the paper industry, as well as equipment for hydroelectric power 
stations and power train and brake systems.

Alignment between the communications and marketing teams across its various sites 
was often very time-consuming because the employees didn’t have access to a shared 
platform. And because they were using several different programs, it was also difficult 
to achieve a consistent brand presence worldwide.

The task: To develop a communications infrastructure setup that makes alignment  
processes simpler, faster, more secure and more transparent.

The challenge: To create a smooth workflow for all communications processes involving 
employees and external service providers around the world.
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SOLUTION
 

The solution: We developed the Communications Cockpit, a new global and digital infrastructure based on an 
easy-to-use platform. This gave Voith the freedom to implement a variety of additional communications activi-
ties to mark its 150-year anniversary, while also decentralizing and simplifying the way its brand guidelines 
are applied. Countries, brands and divisions can now act independently – and at much higher speed.

The implementation: A user interface in the Voith corporate design portal enables users to create commu-
nications material independently with one2edit™ – without any design expertise or special programs. The 
connected Digital Asset Management system (DAM) makes it possible for users to select images and adapt 
them for their specific flyer or other format. Everything is 100 % in line with brand guidelines, even across 
the 231 Voith entities worldwide.

All documents created with one2edit™ in the Communication Cockpit are added to the DAM system. This ma-
kes exchange with other users simple and secure. Approval and corrections are processed through one2edit™ 
via the user’s internet browser. The Communication Cockpit gives Voith a single platform for global collabora-
tion that is available to everybody in its teams worldwide.

L

ACHIEVEMENTS

The success:
• Significantly faster processt
• Reduced resource consumption (internal and external)
• More transparency in communications processes
• Improved security through standardization of the processes and tools
• Improved consistency and quality in communications
• Optimized data sovereignty and security
• Reduced risk of errors
• Increased brand awareness
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